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Volleyball is 9-0 going into their weekend UAA matchups
in Round Robin #1.
(Sports, pg 8)
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Two WashU softball
players. 100 days
on a six member
biking crew.
(Sports, pg 7)

Yearly fall spike in
sexual misconduct.
(Scene, pg 4)

Bears rule in 52-7 season opener

Researchers
develop
intranasal
vaccine
ZACH TRABITZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

CLARA RICHARDS | STUDENT LIFE

Sam Mattecheck and Fred Ware celebrate after a touchdown during the season opener.

CLARA RICHARDS
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR
It took WashU football twelve
seconds to take a lead that they
never relinquished in their first
game of the season.
WashU won the toss, giving
Hendrix the ball. A high snap,

forced by an aggressive defense,
allowed a team safety for a 2-0
lead that the Bears only built on.
Head coach Aaron Keen
said he was happy with the
enthusiasm and the passion that
his team played with. But more
so, he was impressed with the
execution of his schemes from

the team. “Early on, it’s easy to
get caught up in the emotion of
playing your first game, and you
play sloppy,” he said. “Today,
I felt we played really good
football.”
The Bears went on to beat
Hendrix 52-7. They landed seven
touchdowns in an aggressive

display of offensive prowess, and
coupled with smart defensive
plays at the line of scrimmage,
WashU started their season with
a blowout victory.
The team’s success started
with quarterback Matt Rush.

SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 8

Washington
University
researchers developed a COVID19 vaccine administered via a nasal
spray, or intranasal vaccine, that
was authorized for use in India on
Sept. 6.
The
intranasal
vaccine
was developed primarily by
David Curiel, Professor of
Radiation Oncology, and Mike
Diamond, Professor of Molecular
Microbiology, Pathology, and
Immunology, at the Washington
University School of Medicine.
Curiel said the intranasal vaccine
could be even more effective than a
traditional vaccine.
“The intranasal vaccine is
a form of mucosal immunization,”
Curiel said. “When a vaccine is
given in a normal way, it generates
antibodies in the blood — the
antibodies aren’t necessarily at the
body portals, like the nose. When
you vaccinate at the nose, it’s
specifically effective at the body
portal and can block infection.”
Curiel also said there were
many students who helped in the
development of the intranasal
vaccine, including postdoctoral
research associate Ahmed Hassan.
Hassan said he was a
veterinarian before working at
the University, but while pursuing
his Ph.D. at Purdue University
he became interested in using
adenovirus, a common virus that

SEE VACCINE, PAGE 5

Students gather for 9/11 memorial one year after controversy
ALIANA MEDIRATTA
AVI HOLZMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
Following
the
9/11
controversy that swept campus
last year, the Washington
University College Republicans
(WUCR) hosted a f lag planting
event to honor the 2,977 victims
of the terrorist attack. The club
advertised it as a nonpartisan
event open for all community
members to participate in.
The University made national
headlines last September after a
student was filmed removing the
memorial f lags in an attempt to
protest the war on terror and
Islamaphobia that followed
the attacks on 9/11. Many
University members became
embroiled in a conversation
about Islamophobia, white
nationalism, and what people
deem to be American values.
Some students felt the protest
disrespected the lives lost on 9/11,
while others saw the protest as a
form of free speech. Ultimately,
the student who removed the
f lags was condemned by the
University for their actions and
had to pay a fine. The student
also received criticism and
threats of violence from peers
and individuals outside of the
WashU community.
This weekend’s event drew
10 people, many of whom were
not members of the WUCR,
while 14 people attended last
year. Junior Nathaniel Hope,
current President of the College
Republicans, spoke about the

nonpartisan nature of the event.
“I want to emphasize that
this activity is for every student,
staff member, every member of
our community,” Hope said.
“These attacks impacted every
American regardless of your
political ideology, and really
an international community
as well. People from over 90
countries have died in these
attacks.”
Going into the event this year

there was uncertainty about
whether or not the memorial
would incite any form of protest
again, but none occured.
Participants said the event
was extremely meaningful.
Sophomore
Josh
Warner
expressed his respect for the first
responders as well as his opinions
about the larger implications of
the event, saying that planting
f lags meant “being supportive of
the people who died during the

terrorist attacks.”
Senior Amelia Frederking
spoke about her personal
reasons for attending the event,
specifically her hopes for the
country’s growth as a whole.
“[I want] to plant one f lag for
each of the victims and use this
opportunity to both recognize
that this terrible tragedy
occurred on 9/11 but also to
reinforce the idea that America
will persevere, will remain

American flags line Mudd Field for a 9/11 commemoration in 2014.
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standing strong,” Frederking
said.
Sophomore Mason Letteau
Stallings spoke about the
importance of remembering
the victims despite not having
been alive when the attacks took
place.
“If we don’t remember them,”
Stallings said, “we forget, and
a tragedy on that scale is just
something that you cannot
forget.”
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A Must-See: The Black Rep is back with a spin on
a Shakespeare original

James Hewett (played by Cameron Jamarr Davis) deep in conversation with Ann Johnson (played by Coda Boyce).

DANNY GRIZIANO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
In the St. Louis Black
Repertory Company’s production of Carlyle Brown’s
play The African Company Presents Richard
III, William Shakespeare

perfection. Shakespeare’s
work is received like gospel
by the characters, in both
the reverence and skepticism with which they view
it. The story hinges on the
titular African Company of
New York, a real-life theatrical stable from 1821.

(and, naturally for 1821,
all-white) Park Theater.
Brown, played with brilliant reserve by Olajuwon
Davis, seems fixated on
Shakespeare. For him, the
work stands as an artistic pinnacle, and as a man
on a quest to reinforce the

COURTESY OF MICAELA GRIFFIN
The actors of from the Black Rep Theater performed at Edison Theater Friday, September 9th.

lingers like one of his
own ghosts. He stands as
almost a representation of
art itself and as such, this
immortality brings out the
best and worst in people
as they strive for artistic

In the play the troupe’s
founder, William Brown,
guides his production of
Richard III to unlikely
success and into direct
competition with another
production at the venerated

oft-challenged importance
of Black art, there seems
no better place to establish
himself than at the top.
This is where the play’s
conflict stems from: not the
idea of an all-Black theater

company, although that
engenders more than a few
eye rolls from the dismissive white characters. It’s
the idea of a Black performance of Shakespeare that
causes skepticism and even
vitriol: the play’s white
characters reason that the
work’s lofty status renders
it out of bounds for people
who are “below” it.
The finished product is
a powerful examination
of the role of Black art in
a white-dominated culture. The direction of Ron
Himes and the set design
of Jamie Bullins emphasize
a minimalism that engulfs
the play’s world, shadowing against the striving of
the characters.
Some, like Brown and
his lead actor Jimmy
Hewlett, view Shakespeare
as a vehicle for liberation
and equality. Others, most
notably reluctant performer
Ann Johnson, see him as
an example of what they
should be seeking liberation from. Hewlett, played
magnetically by Cameron
Jamarr Davis, is constantly
seeking to prove himself
through his art.
Occasionally, the pointedly natural and drab
design of the lighting and

COURTESY OF MICAELA GRIFFIN
direction will fade to a
dreamlike state, allowing
the audience to become
solely immersed in the
work of the characters.
Davis’s palpable anger
animates the role and feeds
the idea that Shakespeare,
for these characters, is the
best of the best, the peak of
a mountain they’ve been
climbing their whole lives.
Coda Boyce, in my
opinion, gives the best performance in the show as
Ann Johnson, a woman
torn between so many
forces that it’s a miracle she’s still together.
She finds herself in love
with Jimmy but unable to
explain why, despite his
habit of seemingly ignoring her existence. She’s
been recruited into the
African Company’s performances but can’t square
herself with her role, finding it morally repugnant.
For her, the idea of Black
artistry restraining itself to
a white artist simply reinforces antiquated ideas
about race-based hierarchy.
Boyce is simply a must-see,
stealing every scene with a
miraculous blend of fragile but potent stoicism and
live-wire discontentment.
I’d be remiss not to

mention Papa Shakespeare,
a carefree older man played
by Wali Jamal Abdullah
who seems to have adopted
a role in the African Company more for fun than
for any concrete artistic
statement.
Shakespeare
provides most of the play’s
delightful comic relief
while also building meaningful bridges between the
other characters.
The rest of the cast is
uniformly excellent, turning the lofty themes and
ideas of the play into compelling drama. They sell an
intricately-designed world
of artistic strife and struggle
that rides on their passion
and earnestness. The text
is brilliantly interpreted
by the crew as well as the
cast: specifically, Himes’s
direction flies and Andre
Harrington’s costumes are
outstanding. Every element
coheres to create a convincing portrait of the different
roles art plays in everyone’s
lives.
All in all, The African
Company Presents King
Richard III is phenomenal,
and I highly recommend
making time to see it. The
play runs through September 25th at Edison Theater,
with tickets starting at $20.

Heard of the Red Zone? We’re in it now
VIA POOLOS
MANAGING SCENE EDITOR
Junior Erin Ritter first
learned about the “Red
Zone'' two years ago,
in her freshman year at
Washington
University.
The Instagram account
@metoo_washu
posted
a graphic on their story
detailing what it was: the
time on college campuses
between orientation week
and Thanksgiving break
when sexual assault and
harassment numbers spike

dramatically.
At first, Ritter said she
was relieved to learn that
WashU was the type of
school where students spoke
openly about consent and
sexual assault. In following
years, however, Ritter found
that the term, while commonly used among survivor
communities and in the
Title IX office, wasn’t familiar to most of her peers.
“At the time [the graphic]
was posted, it made me
hopeful to be at WashU,
because it seemed like

CORRECTIONS

Last week’s staff editoral erroneously claimed that there
is no more free COVID testing; in fact, free testing is still
available, available to those who are symptomatic of and/
or exposed to COVID-19. Student Life regrets the error.

there was a lot of awareness
around things like that,”
she said. “Now, after being
here for a while, I realized
that it really isn’t that big of
a concept.”
Jessica Kennedy, Director of the Gender Equity
and Title IX Compliance
Office, said that the term
“Red Zone” caught on soon
after she started work in the
field in 2014. The actuality
of the term, however, has
been around even longer.
“Generally, the idea is
that folks are in a new situation or returning to a
situation that they haven't
been in for at least a period
of time,” Kennedy said.
“There tends to be more
socializing that goes on as
people are getting to know
one another. Boundaries
are being established and

tested. Cultures are coming together in a way that
maybe they haven't before.”
Though
no
office
informs students about this
phenomenon,
Kennedy
said that the Red Zone is
reflected on WashU’s campus every year, though
reported cases may not be
completely accurate.
“The issue that arises is
that we get a lot of reports
that are made after the fact,
and so something that may
happen during this period
may not be reported to us
for months or even years,”
she said.
A 2019 AAU study on
sexual assault and misconduct at WashU confirmed
that a majority of survivors
do not report instances of

SEE RED ZONE, PAGE 3
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An inside scoop on how to stand out at
this year’s career fair
Apply. Interview. Repeat.
Every fall, this seems
to be a repetitive cycle that
undergraduates across the
nation undertake in order
to secure employment for
the following summer.
Students here at Washington University seem
to have particular success with each internship
cycle, offers ranging from
Google to McKinsey &
Company. With the Career
Fair approaching on Sept.
22, it is a good time to
start thinking about preparing for this season’s
recruitment.
Carol Moakley, one
of the Associate Directors in the Career Center’s
Career Development Division, emphasized that this
year’s career fair will be
different from the past couple of years. “It is the first
in-person fair that we have
had since pre-COVID,” she
said.
Sophomores, juniors,
and seniors have all had
the virtual career fair
experience, and know
how long and complicated
those Zoom waitlists are.
Hopefully with this year,
however, it will be different. “You [can] go chat

with other interesting
employers that you hadn’t
thought about while the
line is working its way
down,” Moakley said.
The ability to chat with
recruiters and employers
brings up the first point.
Moakley stated, “What
recruiters look for time and
again are really essential,
basic skills like communication both in writing and
in person.”
A slippery slope that
students fall into during application season is
the number of positions
they end up applying for.
Students may hold a gambler's fallacy in which they
believe that the more they
apply for, the better the
chances that they have of
landing one. While this
may have some truth,
Moakley explained that
“70% of the time, people
are going to land opportunities by talking to other
people.”
“Communicate
with
people about what you’re
interested in, what you’re
excited about — that’s like
your magic place,” Moakley said.
Students
probably already know that
resumes and cover letters
are crucial components of
a successful application.
However, the complexity

of these components delve
much deeper than just the
tip of the iceberg. What
are some skills that separate one applicant from
another? What are frequent mistakes that stick
out like a sore thumb to
recruiters?
“Tell your story, really
tell
your
narrative,”
Moakley said. A resume
can seem like a block of
text, unspoken and unanimated among a pile of
several hundred others.
Adding examples, details,
and your story to your CV
will certainly uplift you to
another level.
Moakley also explained
a common misplay by students is “bury[ing] their
gems — they don’t highlight them enough.” The
upcoming career fair,
Moakley emphasized, is
the perfect opportunity to
converse with scouts and
tell them your background
— you never know which
experience may leave a
memorable mark.
In preparation for Sept.
22, the Career Center is
working hard with students to edit and sharpen
their resumes and interview responses. Open
in-person from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. during the week, the
Career Center also offers
a virtual option from 11

RED ZONE from page 2
people have gained during
the module,” based on preand post-course quiz scores.
Ritter wants to see more
specialized training in order
to combat the Red Zone.
She’s behind the newly organized Instagram account @
wu_sass, or “WashU Survivors and Allies for Social
Support.”
The
group,
among other goals, is trying
to petition the University
for bystander interventionist training, where people
are specifically taught how
to intervene in situations
where consent may not be
given.
Anecdotally,
Ritter
believes that parties that
stem from Greek life rush
events and fraternity-sponsored “Welcome Week”
events can contribute to the
higher sexual assault numbers in the Red Zone. She
remembers how she felt as
a first-year student going to
parties — overwhelmed, a
little uncomfortable.
“I really wasn't prepared
or knowledgeable about
how dangerous it could be,
and what things I needed to
be aware of,” Ritter said.
Kennedy also believes
that increased “party culture” during the first few
months on campus may add
to Red Zone numbers.
“I certainly would never
say that drug or alcohol
use causes sexual assault
because it doesn't. But are
they potential factors that
contribute to it? Absolutely,” Kennedy said.
However,
Kennedy
doesn’t believe the answer

to flattening the Red Zone
curve is to ask everyone to
stay in their rooms on weekend nights.
“We know that the
answer is not to stop having
parties and to stop doing the
things that everyone enjoys
doing,” she said.
Instead, both Kennedy
and Webb recommended
open communication with
friends and potential partners before heading out for
the night.
Make informed plans
about what you do with
your social time [and] share
these plans with friends who
can help ensure your plans
go as you want, and who are
willing to help change plans
if needed,” Webb said.
Kennedy isn’t sure if the
Red Zone spike will ever
disappear entirely.
“Some parts of it are
never going to go away,”
she said. “It's the newness,
it's the change in getting to
know a whole bunch of people at once. There's always
going to be boundary testing that comes about when
you’re getting people who
are from all over the world,
different cultures, different
levels of maturity.”
Yet Kennedy believes
that
as
conversations
about consent and boundaries become normalized,
WashU might see the Red
Zone “flatten out.”
“I’d hate for anyone
to live in fear because of
this phenomenon. And so
addressing it head on is the
best way to prevent it from
occurring,” she said.
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career management platform. “Handshake is going
to be key for getting information,” Moakley said. To
stay up to date with new
events and recruitment
activities, there is also a
Handshake app that students can download.

Last but certainly not
least, Moakley stressed
the most important point
for students to remember:
“You are ready, and you
are what they want. You
need to trust that,” she
said.

PHOTO BY ALAN ZHOU | STUDENT LIFE
Students work in the Career Center office. The career fair is meant to help students connect
with potential employers for summer internships or jobs.
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rape or assault. Only 35%
of women who experienced
unwanted
penetration
reported the incident to a
program or resource.
Kim Webb, director of
the Relationship and Sexual
Violence Prevention Center
(RSVP) said that first-year
students are especially
impacted by the Red Zone.
Webb detailed in an email
that factors of the Red Zone
also include: “newfound
freedoms, experimentation
and overuse of substances, exploration with
sexual activity, a desire
to be included, fears of
social consequences, a
lack of communication
about personal desires and
boundaries, and predatory
behavior.”
The AAU study found
that 14.5% of first-year
students at WashU were victims of sexual misconduct
or assault. This number
rises to over 30% by senior
year, though no specific
time periods of reports are
recorded.
Both Kennedy and Webb
said they could not provide
more current statistics of
sexual assault cases during the typical “Red Zone”
period saying they could not
publicize specific data.
The RSVP office does
require consent, communication, and bystander
training for new undergraduate and graduate students
in the first few weeks of
classes. Kennedy said that
they measure success of
those modules by “by the
knowledge that we believe

a.m. to 2 p.m. for those
who cannot make typical
hours.
In addition, there are a
number of upcoming workshops to prepare you for
the fair. Specific dates and
locations are all listed on
Handshake, WashU’s new
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Monkey Pox Explained:
ALIANA MEDIRATTA
STAFF WRITER
As monkeypox outbreaks continue to spread
throughout the country, concerning medical
health officials, Washington University’s medical
professionals and administrators are preparing
for potential infection on
campus.
On July 23, the World
Health
Organization
declared monkeypox to
be a public health emergency in the United States,
roughly two months after
the first confirmed case
on May 18. Since then,
over 21,000 cases of the
disease have been confirmed nationwide, the
most of any country globally, and two individuals
have died from contracting it. Locally, there have
been 14 confirmed cases
in St. Louis County and
17 in the City of St. Louis.
There have been no confirmed cases directly
among faculty, staff, and
students in the University
community.

Background
Monkeypox is a viral
disease that was first discovered in 1958 and falls
into the same category
as smallpox. While it is
rarely fatal, with the CDC
reporting that 99% of those
infected have survived,

individuals with weakened immune systems and
other at-risk groups are
more likely to become seriously ill.
Dr. Rachel Presti, who
serves as the Medical
Director of the Infectious
Disease Clinical Research
Unit for the University,
emphasized that monkeypox is not nearly as
infectious as COVID19. Ten of the confirmed
cases within St. Louis
County have been treated
at the Infectious Disease
(ID) Clinic, with a couple
resulting in hospitalization and none resulting in
death.

Spread
The disease spreads
through respiratory transmission, like the sharing
of saliva, or direct physical contact with physical
symptoms such as rashes,
lesions, sores, and scabs.
As such, those who have
become infected with
monkeypox having primarily
contracted
it
through intimate contact,
such as kissing, cuddling,
or sexual activity.
Dr. Presti stated that
social scenarios like parties are less likely to spread
the disease due to a lower
degree of exposure, however, any direct contact
with monkeypox lesions
can lead to infection.

Contingency
Plans
Although there have
been no positive cases on
campus, the Habif Center
for Health and Wellness
has been working with
local public health entities to create contingency
plans if an infection
occurs.
If a student tests positive, the University will
notify the St. Louis Public
Health department in order
to carry out contact tracing and treat the patient in
collaboration with infectious disease experts in
the medical department.
Individuals who have contracted monkeypox would
be quarantined in isolation housing, distinct from
COVID-19
emergency
housing, until they are no
longer contagious.
According to the CDC,
individuals can still be
contagious as long as
they have either lesions or
scabs, which can last two
to four weeks.
“Usually it’s at least
fourteen days before all of
the lesions crust and scab,”
Dr. Presti said. “Then the
scabs fall off and they
heal, when all of those are
resolved, that’s when you
would be considered not
infectious anymore.”
The isolation period
can extend into a month,
requiring much more time

What the University’s doing in
preparation for potential cases

in isolation housing compared to COVID-19, which
could pose an issue with
students attending class
and staying current on
their work.
Cheri LeBlanc, Director of Student Health
and Wellness, emphasized that the University
understands the resources
necessary for longer-term
quarantine housing.
“We have discussed
the potential need for prolonged isolation with our
colleagues in Dining and
ResLife,” LeBlanc wrote.
“They are prepared to support students in isolation if
necessary.”

Testing
Monkeypox tests are
available through Habif
for community members
who have been exposed or
are presenting with symptoms. However, unlike a
COVID-19 test, samples must be sent
off-campus to be
analyzed, so the
process of receiving results is
longer, roughly
a week.
“The biggest
concern would
be making sure
people had information about what
to look for,” said Dr.
Presti. “If they did have
any symptoms that were
consistent they would get

rapid medical evaluation
and testing so that we
could quarantine people
quickly.”

Vaccine
The
federal
government has begun to
distribute monkeypox vaccines through local public
health departments, which
has allowed the ID Clinic
to vaccine members of
the community who have
been exposed to the disease or who are considered
“at-risk.”
Dr. Presti stated that,
in this specific outbreak,
at-risk populations have
generally been men who
have sex with men, as 99%
of current cases have been
found in men, 94% of whom
reported recent maleto-male sexual or close
inti-

mate contact.
As part of a statement
about the stigma surrounding monkeypox and sexual
orientation, Washington
University’s Pride Alliance
emphasized the importance of getting vaccinated
if eligible.
“Washington University and the US government
must do more to expand
access to vaccines for students,” the statement reads.
“Our community should
remember that any person
can contract monkeypox,
not just LGBTQ+ individuals. To combat the spread,
we should encourage vaccinations, extend resources
to access vaccination sites,
and push the government
to increase investment in
securing additional vaccine doses.”
LeBlanc stated that
health information is kept

ILLUSTRATION BY ADEL CYNOLTER
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in extremely strict confidence by Habif.
“Only those who need to
know the identity of someone in order to support them
during isolation would be
notified,” LeBlanc wrote.
“And they would also be
reminded of the importance
of confidentiality.”

Stigma
Although the primary
demographic currently contracting monkeypox is men
who have sex with men,
people of other gender and
sexual identities have been
infected, and anyone could
potentially contract it.
The Habif page for monkeypox information states
that “transmission is a
function of behavior, not
identities.”
Pride Alliance echoed
this point in their statement.
“The rapid spread of monkeypox amongst men who
have sex with men is similar to the start of the AIDS
epidemic,” the statement
reads, “when our community was disproportionately
vulnerable to contracting the
disease. Much like AIDS, a
large LGBTQ+ patient base
does not make monkeypox a
“gay disease” and we want
to avoid generating stigma.
Labeling a disease as “gay”
can lead to feelings of shame
or disgust around accepting
care as well as an increase
in harmful language and
actions towards those who
contract the disease.”
LeBlanc
emphasized
that anyone who has been
in close contact with an
infected individual can be
at risk.
“The key here is to be
sure those most impacted
by this outbreak have
improved access to information, vaccines, testing, and
treatment,” LeBlanc wrote,
“while taking care not to use
language that could perpetuate stigma.”
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VACCINE from page 1
causes colds or the flu, to
develop vaccines.
Hassan said he developed
a vaccine for Zika virus
through adenovirus sourced
from gorillas, which leads
to safer and more efficient
vaccine development for
humans. He also explained
how
his
work
with
adenoviral based vaccines
led to him getting involved
with the University.
“I was pretty much
spearheading the evaluation
of the vaccine in animal
models,” Hassan said. This
work laid the foundation
for Hassan’s work on
generating animal models
for the COVID-19 intranasal
vaccine.
Curiel said the intranasal
vaccines are more accessible
to low-income communities,

as the spray can be
easily
administered
without the help of a
medical professional.
“One of the advantages
of intranasal is that you can
traverse vaccine hesitancy
and
administering
the
vaccine can be done by nonhealthcare professionals,”
Curiel said.
The intranasal vaccine
is being distributed in India
through Bharat Biotech, a
biotechnology company in
India.
“We were looking for a
partner to develop a clinical
program rapidly and India
has a number of very capable
and ambitious vaccine
production
companies,”
Curiel said.
Hassan said licensing
to companies in countries

such as the US will
now be made easier
as licenses already
exist in countries like
India.He explained that it is
easier to license a vaccine in
a new country once another
country has already rolled
out the vaccine.
Hassan said countries like
the US were not immediate
intended targets for the
intranasal vaccine.
“The main target for
this vaccine was low- and
middle-income
countries
like developing countries
that need a vaccine to be
really cost-effective and
inexpensive,” Hassan said.
According to Curiel,
intranasal vaccines aren’t
new, but the pandemic stirred
many more researchers to
look at them. He added that

currently the intranasal
vaccine is only being looked
at as a booster, as testing isn’t
conclusive enough to support
a base-line vaccine.
“Animal studies show that
it could be used as a single
intranasal administration,
but we’d need human
studies,” Curiel said. “The
technology is early and it
isn’t clear what the best way
to employ it is, but the group
in India is initially looking at
it as a booster.”
Hassan also stressed the
effectiveness of the intranasal
vaccines.
“What we have shown
in the studies, at least in
the
preclinical
studies
at WashU, is that the
intranasal immunization is
more effective at providing
protection
and
more

immunity if you will compare
it to the intramuscular
immunization,” Hassan said.
Curiel said that the
University’s resources helped
create the vaccine.
“Our institution has
critical
things:
Mike
Diamond, my work in
viruses, our students,” Curiel
said. “WashU has a critical
mass of experts that we can
pull together right here.”

ILLUSTRATIONS BY
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Is it possible to sew a pair of ethical pants?
JAMILA DAWKINS
MANAGING FORUM EDITOR
The doe-eyed romantic in me idolizes those who
can make their own clothes:
the Maria von Trapp who
makes the play clothes out of
the curtains, or the spinster
who not only makes her own
clothes, but spins the wool
that she makes them with.
When discussing the vices
of fast fashion, this ability
becomes even more glamorous — to me, it means raw
sustainability and self-sufficiency in one fell swoop.
Since abandoning fast fashion and turning to thrifting, it
seemed the natural next step
was to abandon shopping for
clothes altogether and try my
hand at making something
from scratch. So, for about 3
weeks this summer, I spent
what added up to about three
part-time workweeks trying
to make a single pair of “ethical” pants. What I didn’t
foresee was that the hardest
part of the process was figuring out what a pair of ethical
pants even looked like — or if
it existed at all.

Sourcing of Fabric (and
other sewing materials)
Those who reminisce
about the old days of fashion
often point toward the nowrare art of understanding the
fabrics you wear. It was essential to know which fabrics
pill, or when a section of fabric was beginning to weaken
and could rip. Sewing kits
in hand, women knew how
to perform surgery, suturing
holes and patching scraps of
fabric together to reinforce
knees. Clothes were made
to wear, repair, and keep
wearing.
My sewing pattern recommended twill, linen, denim,

or chino fabric, and having little to no idea what the
difference was, I picked the
cheapest bolt of the cheapest
fabric, linen. It wasn’t until
the drive home that, stomach sinking, I realized the
cheapest fabrics were blended
with rayon, or viscose. A
hail-Mary Google search
confirmed what I dreaded,
but knew to be true — this
was one of the fabrics that
most contributes to the devastating havoc fast fashion
has on the environment and
the health of those who work
with it.
Turns out that just like fast
food and fast fashion, there’s
fast fabric and a movement
to slow it down. Organic
production methods, biodegradability, limited water
usage, healthy working conditions, fair trade certifications
— sustainable fabric-makers
take all of these into account
in their production process.
Jo-Ann Fabrics and Crafts,
which offers no transparency
on any of those measures,
noticeably falls short.
For all my new efforts
toward ethical fashion, patting myself on the back for
trying to make a single pair
of pants, I had bought 3 yards
of linen that were blended
with the same fabric that is
stretched over Forever 21
mannequins. After spending an hour Googling (“Is
Jo-Ann ethical?” “Is linen
ethical?” “What percent of
linen is ethical?”) I bit the
bullet and kept the fabric.
Days later, I realized that
linen shreds like all-hell and I
didn’t have a serger machine
to stop that from happening;
two weeks later, I learned
about Jo-Ann’s sustainability
ambivalence; and three weeks
later, I thrifted an old denim
tablecloth for $5 that would

Jamila Dawkins proudly displays her black cargo pants in front of Sumers Recreation Center.

have made a much cuter pair
of pants.
But thrifting isn’t necessarily the perfect answer, either.
Goodwill, one of the most
popular thrifting locations,
is a multibillion dollar enterprise that (despite their 501(c)
(3) status) is decidedly making a lot of profit — pricing
out those who need a cheap
alternative the most, allocating the excess to its CEO
and other board members,
and severely underpaying its
workers (particularly the disabled ones). You can go to a
mom-and-pop thrift shop, but
there still remains the broader
issue of the gentrification of
thrift stores and the new trend
of thrift hauls, which still
often lands firmly in the culture of overconsumption that
makes fast fashion so harmful
in the first place.
Which is all to say that
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The pants are lined with white contrast-stitching along the pockets and hem.

I hadn’t even set a needle to
fabric before I had built up a
lot of pessimism around the
practicality of my “ethical
pants” mission. Still, armed
with my mother’s sewing
machine and her drawer full
of multicolored thread and
miscellaneous buttons, needles, and pins, I cut out my
pattern, and began sewing.

Making the pants
Most of us have been
alienated from the actual
“making process” of clothing
(thanks, capitalism). Like the
avocados at Schnucks or the
car sitting in your driveway,
you probably have little to no
awareness of the chain of people who bring it to your door.
The breakneck pace at which
fast fashion garments are
made, bought, and shipped
exaggerates this fact, removing the listings on Shein
from seeming man-made
altogether.
Slow fashion, then (and
this is about as slow as fashion
gets, me taking three weeks to
make a single pair of pants)
was the complete opposite.
Making the pants was nothing if not intimate, if the bits
of shredded linen that are
still floating around my living space are any indication.
For those who have never
and will never make a pair of
pants, a brief summary: it’s
tedious. The zipper is confusing. Pockets are wayward and
never identical. When finished, they come out too long,
and when hemmed, they turn
out too short.
The work I had done to
make a single pair of pants

had taught me a newfound
respect for what the designers and tailors of sustainable
brands do every day. At the
same time, it made clear to me
that the process of purchasing
ethically is one of confusion,
concession, and most of all,
expense, costing both money
and time.
Costs cropped up along
the way that were unforeseeable — halfway through the
process I realized that I would
need a zipper foot, something
that would have required yet
another trip to Jo-Ann Fabrics had my mother not had
one stowed away from years
of sewing. A plus-sized pair
of pants would have required
more fabric to buy and a different pattern altogether.
Between the $13 pattern,
the fabric I used, and the various odds and ends the pattern
required, my final bill was
over $100, not accounting
for labor, gas costs during
the highest gas price spike in
14 years, and all the supplies
my mother already had. With
that money, I could have purchased two outfits, a new
phone case, and a tapestry for
my apartment on Shein, with
only the effort it takes to tap a
screen and wait 1-2 weeks for
shipping and handling.

Was it ethical?
The whole conversation
surrounding fast fashion and
ethical fashion is soaked in
privilege. Like fast food, fast
fashion brands prey on convenience and inexpensive
costs, making themselves
seem like the most viable
option, both for those who
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can afford otherwise and
those who can’t. When time
is a commodity, slow fashion
is seldom inclusive.
Attempting to be an ethical consumer is an exercise
in hyper-vigilance of the paranoid kind. Most companies
don’t tell you anything about
their sustainability practices,
and even when they do, it
can be hard to believe them.
From environmental impact
to worker treatment, some
companies that are doing well
on one metric utterly fail in
another. If your main concern
is worker conditions, making
your own clothes is a sure
way to secure some peace
— you are the worker. But
true self-sufficiency is a pipedream; even if we take things
into our own hands and make
the damn pants ourselves, at
some point down the line, we
have to place our trust in a
brand or company and try to
sleep at night.
All we can do is take the
time to think — and ask good
questions — before placing
that trust. Be okay with this
taking time. Eke out your
middle ground between “ethical living is impossible, the
earth is doomed, and why
care when corporations are
the ones creating the most
harm” fatalism and “ethical purchasing is easy and
the least you can do, buying
a single non-thrifted tube top
will be the straw that breaks
Mother Earth’s back” naivete.
I may be forced to sacrifice
ethics in one area for ethics
in another, but I find comfort in the fact that at least I’m
trying.

PROFESSOR PERSPECTIVES

RIP, First Year Reading Program

RON K. CYTRON
PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
I report, with a modicum
of personal sorrow and with
eyebrows raised to DEFCON 4, the untimely passing
of Washington University’s
First Year Reading Program
(FYRP). Once celebrated as a
jewel in the crown of first-year
experiences, a choice topping on the pizza of welcome
week, and a marshmallow on
the sundae of matriculation,
its death, while falling short
of a Shakespearean level of
tragedy, is nonetheless somewhat suspicious. The exact
time of death is difficult to
determine, but it passed just
short of its 20th birthday.
Administrators
reported
that it was suffering from an
undiagnosed case of terminal

apathy for several years prior
to its demise. My perspective
differs somewhat from theirs.
I met FYRP soon after
joining the faculty. I had
volunteered to be a faculty associate, and with the
assignment came the request
to participate in the FYRP.
I make no secret of my love
of books, reading, and literature. In this space, should I
be asked to continue, I will
tell stories of my AP English teacher and our life-long
friendship. Each year FYRP
offered an opportunity for a
discussion and a common
experience for the first-year
students. I don’t believe traditions should continue
without end, and perhaps it
was time for the sun to set on
the FYRP. As a mechanism,
its time may be over, but I
claim that the goals of the

program are still worthy and
valid. The FYRP drew from
faculty and staff all over campus, and our volunteerism
was evidence of our uncompelled eagerness to meet the
new first-year students, to
begin to hear their stories,
and to share with them our
love of the written word and
the topic chosen for the year.
I found scant evidence
of similar programs at other
universities, but there is one
at Northern Illinois University that has similar goals and
desired outcomes. How did
the FYRP program start at
Washington University? To
answer that question, I corresponded with Jill Stratton,
formerly Assistant Dean of
Residential Life and Learning at Washington University
and now Assistant Provost
for Experiential Learning at

Vanderbilt University. She
writes, “The program began
in 2003 as part of [...] the University’s Sesquicentennial.
Provost Ed Macias [...] often
said that we tell first-year
students what not to do during orientation and that the
reading program was a terrific opportunity to tell them
what to do — that is, to think
critically, debate ideas, and
connect with a faculty member before classes started.
The reading program was
also one of the very few, if
only, common academic
experiences that all students
shared.” Many thanks to Jill
for sharing this with me. The
FYRP had noble beginnings
and laudable goals.
In closing, I wonder what
new programs might spring
from the ashes of the FYRP
to enable students and faculty

to share viewpoints, stories,
and conversations? I would
love to participate in some
kind of book/media club that
is open to anybody on campus. Students could propose
books, podcasts, movies of

interest and we could meet
to talk about them, hear each
other’s stories, and share our
passion for topics of mutual
interest. Meanwhile, rest
in peace, FYRP; you had a
good run.
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Entering a different gear: varsity softball players Emily
Talkow and Alex Rubin cycle across America
CHASE HURWITZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
“I visited Alex [Rubin]
over winter break, and I was
just sitting in her house with
her mom when I said ‘Hey,
do you want to ride your
bike across the country this
summer?’” said junior Emily
Talkow. “And [Rubin’s] mom
just started laughing.”
This summer, two WashU
softball players, Talkow and
senior Alex Rubin, interned
at Stroke Onward, a nonprofit organization dedicated
to rebuilding the identities of
stroke survivors, an aspect
of the recovery process that
is often overlooked. As part
of their internship, the two
players joined the founders
of Stroke Onward on a crosscountry biking trip spanning
roughly three months.
“The message of Stroke
Onward and the meaning
of this trip is so important,”
said Talkow. “We didn’t even
know what aphasia was
before this summer. In the
aftermath of a stroke, aphasia is something that affects
communication, but it does
not impact intellect at all. It
was eye-opening seeing so
many survivors. The topic
needs education.”
According
to
Stroke
Onward, survivors face massive challenges, particularly
regarding physical capabilities and communication that
can shake and even shatter
their self-perception.
The
nonprofit
was

founded by a former
Stanford professor Debra
Meyerson and her husband
Steve
Zuckerman
after
Meyerson suffered a stroke
in 2010.
Meyerson was a Stanford
professor, and now, she
struggles to communicate.
“Immediately after her
stroke, she couldn’t say her
name or her kids’ names.
That absolutely impacts your
identity,” Talkow said.
Now, Meyerson’s goal
is to help create a stroke
care system that treats the
whole person, physically and
emotionally.
Talkow and Rubin joined
Stroke Onward for their
annual bicycle trip across
the country: Stroke Across
America. They began their
trip on May 18 and completed it on Aug. 24 in
Boston. Starting on the West
Coast of Oregon, the two
Bears completed 4,500 miles
and 147,000 feet of climbing
in 100 days, in a six-member
biking crew.
The crew consisted of
the two WashU students,
Meyerson,
Zuckerman,
another stroke survivor, a
traumatic brain injury survivor, and Meyerson’s dog
Rusti. The crew was also followed by an RV that acted as
the mobile headquarters for
the trip.
Talkow’s grandfather rode
a bike across America three
times. Boopah, as Talkow
affectionately calls him, suffered a stroke about a decade

ago and is still in the recovery process. As a result, she
reached out to join Stroke
Across America to honor
her grandfather. Zuckerman
returned her email asking
for Talkow to intern for the
nonprofit while completing
the bike trip. Talkow agreed
and got Rubin involved as
a second intern and cycling
member.
As an intern for Stroke
Onward, the junior helped
organize and plan events
for the organization. These
events
gathered
stroke
survivors and local community members in order to
raise awareness for Stroke
Onward’s mission.
“We had 15 different
events, as we crossed the
country, that I had to help
organize,” Talkow said.
Rubin, the Philadelphia
native, joined Stroke Onward
as intern in charge of media
output on the trip.
“For me, it was definitely
a big decision to join,” Rubin
said. “I don’t particularly
enjoy my major (architecture), so it’s not something
I’m looking to pursue
after college. So, I was in
this weird limbo of what
I wanted to do. I worked
for WashU Athletics doing
photo and video content and
graphics, so I was looking
to do something along that
route this summer.”
“I was doing all kinds of
social media content, from
photo to video,” Rubin
said.
“[Meyerson]
and

[Zuckerman] also wanted to
make a documentary about
their experience with stroke
and recovery, using this trip
as a foundation to tell that
story.”
“I probably split my time
[between] social media and
this documentary. I was
working with a producer
from LA and a videographer who worked remotely
and met us a couple of times
throughout the trip. A lot
of my work ended up being
filming and media organization. One of the coolest
things was learning how to
fly a drone to capture some
really crazy footage,” Rubin
said.
The two softball players
worked 40-hour work weeks
while biking across the
country.
On an average day, Rubin
and Talkow woke up around
6:00 a.m., packed up their
tent, and ate breakfast.
“You want to be up early
to beat the sun and [the]
heat,” Rubin said.
The crew would bike 60 to
90 miles in a day, with various breaks sprinkled in. After
they reached their endpoint
for the day, the student-athletes would complete their
softball workout in athe evening — on top of an already
strenuous day of cycling.
“It would have been a
lot harder, but [Rubin and
I] didn’t bike every day,”
Talkow said. “We would go
one day on — the next day
off — and we’d alternate.

So, we only ever actually
rode together on a handful
of days. The days we weren’t
riding, we would drive in the
RV and complete our intern
work.”.
“At the end of the day,
we would eat dinner with
everyone, which was always
a really bonding time,”
Rubin said. “We would just
hang out with [Meyerson],
[Zuckerman], and Rusti, and
they very much became like
parents to us.”
The journey, however, did
not come without challenges.
Rubin notes the day she rode
from Darby, Montana to
Wisdom, Montana as the
one of the hardest obstacles
she had to overcome.
“It was grey and cold —
my legs were already gassed
before I even started, and I
had only ridden through one
mountain pass at that point,”
Rubin said. “I knew I would
have felt underwhelmed if I
stopped halfway through, so
I kind of decided it was all or
nothing. It was literally the
hardest workout I have ever
done in my life. And I’m a
gym rat — I work out a lot
— but it just kept going. And
I was just like, ‘Damnit, I’m
going to finish this thing.’ It
was such a special moment
after that day and feeling
on top of the world,” Rubin
said.
The Darby to Wisdom
pass was 4,145 feet of climbing, the highest elevation
gain in one day of the trip.
Beyond connecting with

and spreading awareness
for stroke survivors, Talkow
and Rubin noted the unlikely
connections they made all
over the nation.
“I realized just how much
we judge places and people.
Time after time in these
small towns, we went in with
inherent judgements, and we
were just shown up every
time,” Rubin said. “You ask
yourself, ‘Who even lives
here?’ And the answer was
usually the nicest people
you’ve ever met. It’s a little
slap in the face every time
you’re shocked by your own
judgments.”
“At the beginning of the
trip, we would record conversations with strangers
who we felt connected [to],”
Talkow said. “We’d ask the
same question over and over
again: ‘Where or how do
you find happiness in your
life?’ Talking to people, you
realize that almost everyone
says family and the people
around them. Very few said
anything material.”
“One of my favorite
answers was this fisherman
in Ashton, Idaho in this little
soda shop,” Talkow said.
“He was this guy in full flyfishing gear, and he said, ‘I
don’t have to find happiness
— it’s just within.’ Seeing
how many good people are
out there is something that
definitely opened our eyes.
There’s so much good out
there.”
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COURTESY OF EMILY TALKOW

The crew passed through very different scenary over their time
on the road, from mountains to the flats of Kansas.

Talkow and Rubin dip their tires into the Atlantic, 100 days later, after biking across the entire country and even into Canada.

Debra and Steve on their tandem bike: the squad was followed
by a RV as they crossed the nation.

COURTESY OF ALEX RUBIN

game, the Bears showed
their ability to build off
of last year’s success.
Junior Collin Hoyhtya
and Zach Ginsburg led
the Bears’ wide receivers,
and freshman Fred Ware
scored his first touchdown
of his WashU career.
After ending the first
quarter with a 30-0 lead,
Keen was able to get some
of his younger, more
inexperienced
players
into the game, including
quarterbacks
Stephens

help us down the road.”
Coming into last season,
the team had experience in
the receiving unit but was
inexperienced defensively.
This year presented the
opposite challenge, but the
defensive unit outplayed
Hendrix all afternoon,
with 39 solo tackles.
WashU also hogged the
possession time all day,
Hendrix only getting 23
minutes and 18 seconds.
“I
was
impressed
with the way our defense

FOOTBALL from page 1
Rush completed 15 out
of his 22 attempts for
215 yards. Last year
in his season opener
against the University
of Chicago, Rush threw
two interceptions and
three touchdowns. In his
second opener, he threw
no interceptions and five
TDs, and his early lead
gave the Bears the security
to put backup QBs Clark
Stephens
and
Luke
Johnston in the game.
The first touchdown

was a spiraling pass to
Collin Goldberg, with
sophomore
Kenvorris
Cambell rushing 39 yards
to move the ball down the
field. The second was an
impressive maneuver from
freshman Fred Ware. The
third was a 36 yard rush
by Kenneth Hamilton, the
fourth a Tom Peters pass
for two yards.
And this was before
Hendrix managed to get
on the board.
Over the course of the

and Johnston. One of
Keen’s challenges at the
Division III level is the
limitations on practice
time in the summer, he
said.
By
substituting
players out, it gave him
another look at possible
future contributors.
“We’re trying to figure
out which of these young
players can help us at the
varsity level,” Keen said.
“So I think there’s a lot of
guys who played football
today that are going to

handled
themselves
being a little bit more
inexperienced,”
Keen
ref lected. “They played
some really good football,
so their growth is going to
be key for us progressing.”
The team returns for
another matchup at home
on Saturday, September 17
for their second game of the
season against Millikin.
WashU is 2-1 against the
Big Blue, having taken a
commanding 55-13 win in
2021.
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Matt Martin got put in goal after
a middle school injury. The AllAmerican hasn’t left since.

Volleyball undefeated,
opens 9-0 on the season
CLARA RICHARDS
MANAGING EDITOR
WashU volleyball continued their perfect record this
season, as the team traveled
down to Atlanta to dominate the East-West Classic
against the University of
Texas (Dallas), California
Lutheran University, and
Tufts University. After a win
on Wednesday night against
local competitor Webster, they
sit 9-0 on the season, good for
the Bears’ best start since 2015.
Cumulatively since the start
of the season, the Bears have
offensively outranked their
opponents in many categories, including with 389 kills
to opponents’ 302. They average 13.4 kills per set and also
consistently have more assists:
WashU is aggressive at the net
and capitalizes on mistakes.
“This team has a lot of
heart and leaves it out on the
court every time we play,” said
fifth year Michaela Bach. “I
see a lot of fight in this group,
and I am excited to see where
it brings us this season.”
“On and off the court, the
team does a fantastic job of
working hard with and for
each other on a daily basis,”
head coach Vanessa Walby
said over email. “We have
tried hard to celebrate our
successes and learn from our
mistakes.”
Individually, Bach continues to lead WashU’s roster in
points, averaging 4.59 points
per set. She has recorded 111
kills, in front of Jasmine Sells’
98. The Bears’ upperclassmen
influence has been a strength
to the team, and Walby said
they have done a “great job
of connecting all areas of our
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team.”
Bach concluded the 2021
season knowing that she didn’t
feel ready to leave the program
or the school. “I knew we
could do better than how we
finished last season, and we
have all come back ready to
prove ourselves,” she said.
Yet, the underclassmen
have also brought new energy
to the group. Freshman Sam
Buckley was announced to be
the UAA Setter of the Week
and has made 301 assists.
“I think the first years have
done an amazing job of buying into the culture of bear
volleyball and adapting to
WashU,” Walby said. “They
ask questions and really listen
to the mentors they have in the
returning players.”
The Bears currently sit
twentieth in a AVCA Division
III Coaches Poll from
September 13, and they’ve
had the advantage of a busy
opening weekend: only one
other team on the top-20 list
has more wins.

But this weekend will be a
litmus test for the team, starting with the first game of the
UAA Round Robin #1. New
York University’s team is currently ranked sixth with a 6-1
record, and the Bears will
match up against the Bobcats
at 12 p.m. on Saturday at
home. They have a total of
three matches this weekend,
also playing against Carnegie
Mellon and Brandeis.
“Every week our goal is to
compete hard against whomever we see across the net
and to keep improving with
every set and match we play,”
Walby said about what she’s
focusing on in the first round
robin. “Every match on our
schedule is important, and
we chat about it each week in
practice.”
The Bears currently have
the wins to break into the
national rankings, but victories this weekend will prove
that they can hold their own
against a challenging strength
of schedule.
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Senior Taryn Gurbach gets minutes in the team’s opening
matchup. She’s played 29 sets for a total of 96 digs.

MATT EISNER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Matt Martin is a fifth-year
starting goalkeeper for the
Washington University men’s
soccer team. Martin has made
104 saves since taking the
starting role in the 2018-19
season. Student Life sat down
with Martin to discuss his long
career with WashU soccer and
restaurants in St. Louis that he
would recommend.
Responses were edited for
length and clarity.
Student Life: How did
you first become interested in
soccer?
Matt Martin: I got put
into a [recreational] league by
my parents when I was four.
From there, I always enjoyed it
and never really stopped. Getting older, it’s been a bigger
and bigger part of my life, and
it was always one of the things
I fell back on to have some fun
and meet some friends.
SL: And how did you
become a goalkeeper?
MM: I actually used to
play center back, but when I
was in middle school, I had a
pretty bad knee injury. I came
back, and I wasn’t nearly
as good. My coach decided
to put me in goal one game
because our goalie got hurt,
and I actually played pretty
well. I decided to switch, and
I haven’t looked back since.
SL: Do you prefer goalie or
center back?
MM: Now, I would probably say being in goal — but
there’s something about playing in the field. It’s cliche to
say, but being a goalie is one
of the loneliest positions in
soccer. You feel like you’re a
different part of the team while

being on the team, which is an
interesting dynamic.
SL: Can you tell us about
why you chose WashU for
your athletic and academic
careers?
MM: This was really the
best combination of athletics and academics I could
get. I’m from Northern California, and I had never heard
of the school until someone
from WashU came to speak
at my high school... I didn’t
realize something like that
existed. WashU was the best
of both worlds, and I’ve been
really happy with it since.
SL: You’ve been involved
with many iterations of
WashU men’s soccer teams.
What’s your favorite memory from the team?
MM: My favorite memory [is from] this past season:
when we beat [University of
Chicago] in the UAA tournament. Every season, it
seemed impossible to even
come close to competing
against Chicago because of
the talent [that] they have on
that team. [Our] win really
showed us, in that moment,
[that] all the work we had
been putting in paid off. It
seemed like everything just
came together. I’ll probably
never forget [what it was like]
when the final whistle blew;
I was just so amazed and so
happy for everything we had
done together as a team.
SL: Wow, that’s really
special. What stands out to
you about this year’s team?
MM: We have a really
young team now, and that’s
honestly really good for us
going forward. It’s a great
opportunity for a lot of different players that weren‘t

in [a big] leadership role this
past year to really step up.
We just need to take everything that we have to help out
all the new freshmen and the
younger players and work
from there. We’re all getting
along and really working
hard together. It’s easy to see
us handling adversity, which
is one of the biggest things
for us throughout the season.
SL: What song do you
have on repeat right now?
MM: Let me check. All
the guys know that I’m playing “Location” by Dave (ft.
Burna Boy). Yeah, that’s
gotta be it.
SL: What’s your favorite
thing to do in St. Louis?
MM: I would probably
say trying new food in Tower
Grove or in places that aren’t
close to campus. One of the
guys on the team and I found
this place [called] “Songbird.” It’s a breakfast spot
in Tower Grove. We would
just go there and chill once a
week. Some of those memories are probably the best I’ve
made on the team.
SL: Finally — we ask
this question at the end of
every Athlete of the Week
Interview — would you
rather have fish for hands
or adopt and raise a child
every time you heard Bohemian Rhapsody?
MM: That’s tough,
man. They’re such different
things. In the short-term, I
want to say adopt a child
because I need my hands
to play. No, it’s got to be
fish for hands. I’m going to
hear that song more than
20 times. There’s no way I
can take care of that many
kids.
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